Pseudo-random, or pseudo-noise (P~, codes are numeric sequences which appear random to the uninitiated observer yet are easily predictable to those who know the generation algorithm. Traditionally, PN codes have been generated by a hand-wired sequence of binary shift registers, but are now created using programmable logic chips wired from user-defined netlists. The period of a PN code is limited only by the number of shift registers available. This easy implementation means PN codes can be used to modulate the frequency of an energy burst from an active RADAR or SONAR system. Because the auto correlation of a PN code is maximum at zero shifi, and nearly zero at all other shifts, the PN code maximizes range resolution for an undistorted return. Questions arise concerning the relationship between code length and range resolution, output power necessary to overcome gaussian noise, and code sequence selection.
A traditional problem facing SONAR systems is discerning targets in a 'noisy'environment. To overcome this problem, systems have typically implemented a frequency chirp to achieve pulse compression thereby enhancing system sensitivity and resolution. With the recent advances in digital technology, the benefits of pulse compression can be realized digitally through the use of bipolar pseudo-noise (PN) code modulation.
Bipolar PN codes are apparently random sequences of 1's and -1's. To an observer who unders~nds the generation algorithm, the code is predictable. The bipolar code is also periodic, with a length L, where L=~-1, and N is the number of binary shifi registers used in generation. The most advantageous property of PN codes is the behavior of the auto correlation function rXX(t). Bipolar codes have an auto correlation finction equal to L at zero shift, and -1 at all other shifts as demonstrated in Figure 1 . The longer the PN code, the greater the magnitude of the auto correlation peak. The introduction of programmable logic chips has made the implementation of lengthy PN code generators realizable. A simple code generator uses a linear sequence of N binary shifi registers. Each shift register is tied to a common clock signal. The input to the shift register array is created using a modulo-2 adder which is tied to the output register, and the feedback tap(s). With each clock cycle, the bit contained in each register is passed to the next. The input is tien from the modulo-2 adder. Thus, alI seed values are legal except all 0s. The general topology can be seen in Figure 2 . To create a bipolar PN sequence, the output is simply multiplied by two and shifted down one level. The binary PN code can be applied to SONAR systems to achieve pulse compression. Programmable logic chips make the implementation of a PN code generator with rapid clock rate feasible. Because the generation algorithm allows the user to predict the code sequence, a matched filter can be used to correlate the return energy with the original signal effectively producing the auto correlation finction. The signal-to-noise ratio can be expressed in terms of the signal energy and the noise energy. For a SONAR system with a signal amplitude of 'A'volts, RMS noise voltage 'Vn', and matched filter constant 'C',the signal-to-noise ratio is given by equation 1. 
Clearly, a binary PN code can significantly improve the performance of a SONAR system. Given the environmental RMS noise level, amplitude of the signal output, and matched filter constant, one can select the number of shift registers needed to achieve a desired signal-to-noise ratio. A listing of some general PN code generator topologies is shown in Table 1 . 
I
The PN code generator shown in Figure 2 was implemented using an ALTERA MAX 7000 series programmable logic chip. The minimum attainable chip time, Tc, for the 7000 series chip tested was approximately 10 nano-seconds. However, the chips are more frequently implemented with slower clock rates. Once the necessary code length is selected, one can calculate the required chip time by dividing the time of the 'Main Bang' by the code length. Because of the user-friendly nature of programmable logic chips, PN generators with upwards of 30 shift registers can be easily implemented. In the fiture, digital technology will enable SONAR systems to achieve pulse compression while maintaining target resolution through the use of PN code modulation.
